Welcome!

Components

The Justice League Strategy Game allows 3–5 players to
create an epic showdown between the Justice League and
their greatest foe: Darkseid of Apokolips!
2–4 players represent the heroes (Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman, and Cyborg) who team up against the
forces of Darkseid, controlled by a separate (and hopefully
sinister!) player.

Aside from these rules, your copy of the Justice League
Strategy Game contains the following items.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Object
During the game, Darkseid unleashes a series of complex
machinations to take over the world. The heroes use their
powers to confront and thwart these plans.
Each crisis is represented by a tile on the game board,
and is worth a certain number of victory points (VP) for
either the Justice League (if they thwart it) or Darkseid (if
he completes the crisis). The first side to achieve 12 victory
points wins the game!
Alternatively, the heroes can win by clearing the globe
of all crisis tiles, and Darkseid can win by accomplishing
his secret Ultimate Goal!
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1 game board
5 character sheets
5 HeroClix figures
5 SwitchClix dials and PAC Cards
2 special Justice League dice
Tokens
- 48 ability tokens (16 each of three types)
- 20 omega energy tokens
- 12 wound tokens
- 6 defeated hero tokens
- 2 defeated villain tokens
- 30 XP tokens
- 30 advancement tokens
- 12 region markers
• Cards
- 54 power cards
- 24 crisis cards
- 3 Darkseid villain cards
- 5 reference cards
• Tiles
- 24 crisis tiles

the Darkseid player that whenever the omega symbol (Ω)
appears in the game, it represents the number of heroes in
the game (i.e., the number of players, excluding Darkseid).
For example, at the start of the game, Darkseid begins
with 3 X Ω energy; thus if he is playing against 4 heroes,
he starts with 12 Energy.

All these components are explained below. Don’t worry
about understanding everything at the moment; that’s
what the rest of the rules are for.

Game Board
The game board is a map of the world, with key locations
marked on it.

HeroClix™ Figures
Each hero and villain is represented
on the board with a HeroClix figure.
The bases of the HeroClix figures
reveal the character’s current level,
any rewards the character received
for achieving that level, and the
number of experience points (XP)
needed to advance that hero or villain
to the next level. Throughout the game,
characters receive XP for accomplishing
certain tasks (like overcoming abilities on crisis tiles) and
can spend these XP to advance in level. When a character
advances in level, “click” the base on that figure forward
to show the new reward!

JUSTICE LEAGUE and all related characters and elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.
(s14)

The world is divided into 12 distinct regions, marked
by the squares on the map. These regions are connected
to each other by white travel lines. Heroes can use their
various power cards to move along the travel lines from
region to region, including (since the world is round)
moving across the travel line that connects Dinosaur
Island to Metropolis.
Also on the game board are two other spaces:
Apokolips, the homeworld of Darkseid, is in the lower
left; and the Watchtower, the orbital headquarters of the
Justice League, is in the upper right. These two important
places, together with the 12 regions on the map, make up
the 14 distinct locations available on the game board.

SwitchClix™ Dials and PAC Cards
The Justice League Strategy Game
also includes HeroClix SwitchClix
dials that are 100% compatible
with the Powers & Ability Card
(PAC) in the tabletop miniatures
game! Just pop the figures off the
Justice League Strategy Game dials
and onto the HeroClix PAC-compatible
SwitchClix dials and you are ready to battle your friends!
To learn more, visit: www.heroclix.com.

Justice League Dice

Character Sheets
Each player receives one character sheet.
For heroes, this sheet tracks the hero’s
ability tokens (strength, agility, and
tech). As the heroes use their abilities,
they slide the tokens from left to right on
the sheet. When the heroes recover from
their efforts, they replenish their tokens
by sliding them back to the left. Also, the
sheet has a chart that shows the results of
the Justice League die rolls.
Darkseid’s character sheet stores his
omega energy tokens. As Darkseid spends
energy to draw, play, and manipulate crisis
cards, he slides his energy tokens from left
to right. When he replenishes his energy,
he slides the tokens back to the left so that
he can further pursue his evil schemes.
Darkseid’s character sheet also reminds

Heroes confronting a difficult crisis
during the game may choose to “push
their luck” by rolling one of the special
Justice League dice (often called JL dice)
that feature the iconic Justice League
symbol on one side. These dice may help
the hero seize an important victory, but
they might instead result in the hero
becoming wounded!

Ability Tokens
Each hero has three different abilities:
strength, agility, and tech. Using these
abilities during the game is marked by
sliding ability tokens from left to right
on the hero’s character sheet. As heroes
advance in level, they can earn additional
ability tokens to improve their capabilities.
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Omega Energy Tokens

in a particular region. Note that some locations are not
used in 2 or 3 player games (see “Preparing the Map” in
the Setup section).

Omega energy tokens are Darkseid’s
version of ability tokens. He must spend
omega energy tokens to use many of his
special abilities. As with heroes, mark this
by sliding the omega energy tokens from left to right on
his character sheet.

Power Cards
Each hero begins the game with 4 starting power cards,
which are the ones that feature the hero’s emblem in the
center. A hero can acquire more power cards as he or she
advances in level.

Wound Tokens
Heroes may receive wound tokens while confronting
Darkseid’s crisis cards, or when ambushed by Darkseid
himself. When a hero is wounded, he places
one or more wound tokens onto his character
sheet. A hero who has 3 wound tokens is
defeated and must return to Watchtower on
his or her next action to recover.

Defeated Hero / Defeated Villain Tokens
Whenever a hero is defeated, Darkseid
receives a Defeated Hero token worth
1 VP at the end of the game. Darkseid
also receives one XP token (see below) for
defeating the hero. If the heroes ever defeat
Darkseid in battle (overcoming him in
strength, agility, and tech), they receive a
Defeated Villain token worth 2 VP.

These power cards allow the heroes to perform actions
during the game such as moving across the game board,
recuperating, and confronting crisis tiles. Each round,
each hero secretly selects one power card to use.

Power Card Anatomy

XP Tokens
Whenever a hero successfully confronts
a crisis using a particular ability, he
places one of his XP tokens on the
appropriate space on that crisis tile.
This indicates that the crisis ability
has been overcome, and the crisis tile
is partially thwarted. When the crisis
is later removed from play (whether
thwarted by the heroes or completed
by Darkseid), the hero places that
XP token onto his character sheet.
Darkseid earns XP tokens by defeating
heroes and completing crisis tiles; this will
be explained later.

Card Name

Wonder Woman
Starting Card
Action Number

Advancement Tokens
Advancement tokens are placed on the
crisis tiles on the board to indicate that
the crisis there has advanced a stage (to a
maximum of stage 3) and is becoming more
dangerous. The more advancement tokens a crisis tile
has, the closer it is to completion, and, often, the harder it
is to confront.

Card Effects

Region Markers
These markers are used to
designate which crisis card is

Replenish/Spent Icon
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Ultimate Goal Anatomy

Crisis Card Anatomy

Card Name

Crisis Type

Energy Cost / VPs

Card Name

Crisis
Abilities
Ultimate Goal
Symbol

Abilities with
a slash are not
used by that
crisis.

Action Number

Card Effects

Replenish/Spent Icon

Story Background

Darkseid Villain Cards

Darkseid begins the game with 9 starting powers,
including one Ultimate Goal that he keeps hidden in
the hope of using it to win the game. Unlike the heroes,
Darkseid plays 2 power cards each round. These power
cards allow him to plot, execute, manipulate, and
ultimately triumph by bringing his evil schemes to
fruition.

These represent Darkseid himself, and are used during
times that the heroes are able to confront him directly.
Only one is used in a game, based on how many heroes
are playing.

Crisis Cards
These are the various nefarious schemes that Darkseid
can set into motion.
Throughout the game, Darkseid plays crisis cards
face down beside the game board, and then places the
matching crisis tile in a region on the map (using the
region markers to track which is which). The heroes must
reveal and confront these crisis tiles to prevent Darkseid
from winning.
Each crisis card has a cost that Darkseid must pay with
omega energy tokens in order to play it. This number also
represents how many VPs the crisis is worth to the heroes
(if they thwart the crisis) or to Darkseid (if he triumphs
and completes the crisis). Each crisis also features special
text that alters or modifies the game rules in some way,
a crisis type (which might correspond to Darkseid’s
Ultimate Goal), and one or more crisis abilities that the
heroes must overcome in order to thwart the crisis.

Game Effects

Reference Cards
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Each player has a reference card that
shows the starting ability scores
of each hero; this makes planning
easier for the players. The back of
each reference card also provides a
summary of the information on the
players’ HeroClix dials (character
level, rewards associated with the
character’s current level, and XP
needed to advance to the next level).

Crisis Tiles

any time. Place all other power cards in a face-down stack
to the left of the character sheet. The hero may learn these
new powers later in the game.
Darkseid examines his power cards. The eight power
cards with the Darkseid icon in the center (it matches his

There is a matching crisis tile for
each crisis card in the game. While
the Darkseid player keeps the cards
close at hand for ease of reference, the
tiles go on the game board to make
gameplay easier for the heroes.

Setup
Follow directions in this setup for now. We’ll explain
what everything means once you’ve familiarized yourself
with the components.

Preparing the Map
Place the game board in the
center of the playing area
and stack all of the tokens in
separate piles near the board.
When playing with 3
heroes, place the Sydney
marker on the Sydney location.
When playing with 2 heroes,
place both the Sydney and
the Bogatago markers on their
locations. These locations are
not used for any purpose during
these games.

LV 1
Character setup.
XP token) represent Darkseid’s starting powers and form
his starting hand. Darkseid next shuffles the 6 power
cards with the Ultimate Goal icon in the center (see page
4) and randomly draws one of them to add to his starting
hand; the Ultimate Goal is a secret and is not shared with
the other players. Return the remaining Ultimate Goal
cards to the game box without looking at them. Place the
remaining four Darkseid power cards (the ones without
an icon in the center) in a face-down stack to the left of
Darkseid’s character sheet until he has the chance to
learn them after leveling up.
Choose the Darkseid villain card that corresponds to
the number of heroes in play and place it face up beside
the board. Finally, shuffle the deck of crisis cards.

Preparing the Characters
Choose one player to be Darkseid (this can be done
randomly by fanning the character sheets face down
and drawing, or by mutual agreement). The other players
each represent the hero of their choice. Players take their
character’s corresponding HeroClix figure, character
sheet, power cards, and XP tokens. Each player places
his character sheet face up on the table and places his XP
tokens off to the side (not on his character sheet). Each
player should also click his figure’s base until it shows
level 1, as shown in the diagram.
Each hero receives a number of strength tokens equal to
the strength number on his character sheet. He places the
tokens on top of the strength number as shown at right.
He then does the same with the agility and tech tokens.
As indicated on his character sheet, Darkseid receives
a number of Energy Tokens equal to 3 X Omega (Ω) and
places them on top of the large oval on the left side of
his character sheet (remember, Ω means the number of
heroes in the game).
Each hero examines his power cards. The four power
cards with the hero’s icon in the center represent the
hero’s starting powers and form the player’s starting hand
of cards. The player keeps these cards face down below his
character sheet and can pick up and view these cards at
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Placing the Earth in Danger

that is not near a hero whose ability tokens are a
good match for that crisis tile’s crisis abilities (see
Dealing with Crisis Tiles, page 8).

In addition to a hand of power cards, Darkseid maintains
a hand of crisis cards. At the start of the game, Darkseid
draws crisis cards from the top of the crisis deck equal to
2 X Ω. He examines his starting hand of crisis cards and
chooses any number of crisis cards whose total energy
cost does not exceed 2 X Ω. He then places these cards face
down in a row beside the game board. These face-down
crisis cards are called hidden crisis cards. Any cards that
he does not choose to deploy remain in his hand.
Whenever Darkseid plays a hidden crisis (both in
setup and during the game), he must assign the crisis to a
specific region. To do so, he chooses a region on the map
that does not already have a crisis and places the crisis
tile that corresponds to that crisis card face down in that
region. Additionally, he places that region’s marker face
up on the crisis card to help him remember which crisis
is placed in which region. Placing these initial crisis cards
beside the board is part of the game’s setup, so Darkseid is
not required to spend omega energy tokens to play them
(but he is restricted in their total energy cost).

How to Play
Throughout the game, the heroes play power cards to
move on the board and confront the crisis tiles deployed
by Darkseid. Each crisis is worth a certain number of
victory points (VPs), either for the heroes (if they thwart
the crisis) or Darkseid (if he triumphs and completes
the crisis). The first side to reach 12 victory points wins
the game! Alternatively, the heroes can win by clearing
the board of crisis tiles, and Darkseid can win by
accomplishing his secret Ultimate Goal!
There are no individual turns in the Justice League
Strategy Game. Each game round is played by all of the
players at the same time. Each round is broken up into
the following four phases, which are completed in order:
1) Hero Planning: Each hero player selects one power
card from his hand and places it face down on the
table. This is the power that the player is committed
to using this round.
2) Darkseid Planning: The Darkseid player selects
two power cards from his hand and places them
face down on the table.
3) Reveal & Execute Powers: All players reveal their
selected power cards. Then the players perform the
actions on their power cards in the order determined
by the cards’ action numbers (see next page).
4) Replenish Cards & Train: Some cards played may
return to the players’ hands. Players may spend XP
tokens to advance in level.

Example: Darkseid is playing against 4 heroes.
He draws 8 crisis cards (2 x Ω) from the deck.
He chooses to place Brainiac in Markovia, Evil
Factory in Nanda Parbat, Justifiers in Bialya,
Steppenwolf in Atlantis, and Parademons in the
Fortress of Solitude. These five crisis cards cost a
total of 8 energy (2 x Ω). The remaining three crisis
cards form Darkseid’s starting crisis hand.
Crisis cards that receive discounts (e.g., Intergang in
Metropolis) gain these discounts at the start of the game.

Starting Positions
Darkseid places his HeroClix figure on the Apokolips
space. He then randomly assigns each hero to a different
region on the world map. To do this, he shuffles the stack
of region markers and draws one at random for each hero;
each hero places his HeroClix figure onto the corresponding
region (note that since the region markers for the starting
crisis cards are not in this stack, a hero will never start in
the same region as a crisis). After assigning the heroes to
their starting regions, Darkseid returns the selected region
markers to the region marker stack.
After the heroes have been placed on the board,
Darkseid selects one (and only one) of the starting crisis
tiles and flips it face up so that its text faces the hero players
(making it easier for them to read). This is known as a
revealed crisis. Advance this crisis to stage 1 by placing an
advancement token onto that crisis tile (Darkseid must also
flip the corresponding crisis card face up and can place an
advancement token on it if doing so makes it easier for him
to track things). Only one crisis is revealed and advanced
during setup; the rest remain hidden.
Strategy hint: Darkseid should try to reveal a crisis

These phases are discussed in detail below.

Hero Planning
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During this phase, each hero player examines his hand
of power cards, which consists of his starting powers and
any new powers he may have learned (see Replenish Cards
& Train, next page). After examining his cards, each hero
player chooses one (and only one) power card and places
it face down on the table. These cards will later resolve in
numerical order of their action numbers (that is, first all
1s, then all 2s, etc.).
Note that cards with a red spent icon, when used, do not
automatically return to your hand at the end of the round.
The heroes should work together and coordinate
their powers in a way that will be most effective against
Darkseid. Although players may verbally mention which
power cards they plan to use, they cannot physically show
their cards to each other during this phase. Also, all table
talk between the hero players is public; the Darkseid

effect. If she plays a card with an action number of
4, then the card will not take effect until after all the
cards with an action number of 2 and 3 have been
performed.

player gets to hear everything you say. His spies are
everywhere!

Darkseid Planning
After the other players have chosen their power cards,
Darkseid chooses exactly two of his power cards and
places them face down on the table. He should pay
close attention to the order that his cards will play out
(although he chooses the order if the cards have the same
action number).

Replenish Cards and Train
After all the power cards have been
resolved, each player who played a card
with a green replenish icon returns that
card to his hand of power cards. All cards
with a red spent icon are tucked partially
beneath the right side of the player’s
character sheet. Arrange these cards face
up in such a way that the other players can
freely see them. The spent icon does not
signify that the card can never be replenished; it simply
means that the card does not automatically replenish
itself. There are many other power cards that replenish
one or more spent cards.
After replenishing cards, the players can also train
their characters by spending XP tokens to advance them
to the next level. Each character (hero and villain alike)
begins the game at level 1. Each hero’s HeroClix dial
shows his current level, the reward for his current level,
and the number of XP tokens needed to advance to the
next level.
In order to advance, the player must spend the
indicated number of XP tokens from among those he
has on his character sheet. For example, to advance from
level 1 to level 2, the player must spend 1 XP token. After
spending the correct number of XP tokens, the player
clicks his figure’s HeroClix dial forward so that it displays
the new level. The window on the dial also displays the
reward that the character receives for obtaining that level,
using the following codes:

Reveal & Execute Powers
After Darkseid has chosen his two power cards, all
players, including Darkseid, simultaneously flip their
chosen power cards face up. The cards are then executed
in action number order. First all the power cards with an
action number of 1 are performed, then those with an
action number of 2 are performed, and so on. A player
may always choose to “pass” rather than perform the
action on his power card. However, when a player passes
after playing a card with a red spent symbol on it, that
card is still spent even though it didn’t have an effect.
If two or more heroes have chosen a power card with
the same action number, then the hero players decide the
order in which their power cards will be performed; if
they cannot decide, they should roll dice to see who goes
first. Likewise, if Darkseid plays two power cards with the

same action number, he chooses the order they resolve.
Some power cards allow a player to play another card
after executing their text. When this occurs, the player
plays another power card but does not execute it right
away. The new power card must still wait until its turn in
the action number sequence; because of this, the player
should never play a power card whose action number has
already passed. You can, however, play another power
card with the same action number and use it that turn.
Example: Wonder Woman plays “The Gift of Flight,”
a power card with an action number of 2 that allows
her to move up to two regions on the map. Her card
specifies that if there is a revealed crisis at her new
region, she may play another power card. Wonder
Woman should not play a card with an action
number of 1 because it will no longer have any
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• “P” indicates that the character learns a new
power. The player looks through the face
down power cards that were placed to the
immediate left of his character sheet during
setup and chooses a new power card to add
to his hand.
• “P&A” indicates that the hero learns a new
power and increases one ability of his choice.
To increase an ability, the player takes 1 ability
token of his choice from the piles beside the
board and places the token on top of the related
ability number on his character sheet, ready to
be used in the next confrontation.
• “OE” indicates that Darkseid takes “Ω “ energy
tokens from the pile beside the board and places
them in the left oval on his character sheet,
ready to be spent when needed. Remember
that “Ω” is equal to the number of heroes in
the game.

power cards. Darkseid can also opt to heal his wounds by
moving all of the heroes’ XP tokens from the Darkseid
villain card to the respective heroes’ character sheets.
Darkseid is not required to heal if he wants to deny the
heroes their XP, but walking around wounded is risky.

If a hero has enough XP, he can level up more than once
in a single turn. However, each level upgrade should be
performed one at a time.

Additional Rules

Defeated Heroes

Movement

During the game, it is likely that the heroes will receive
wound tokens. If a hero receives 3 wound tokens, then
that hero is defeated. Knock his HeroClix figure over to
indicate this, and give Darkseid 1 defeated hero
token and 1 XP token.

Each hero begins the game with a starting power that
allows the hero to move on the world map. Unless the
power card includes the word “transport” (see below),
these power cards do not allow movement to and from
the Watchtower or Apokolips; they only allow movement
from region to region along the white travel lines that
connect the regions. Some powers allow a character to
“move 1 region” (i.e., to an adjacent region that is directly
connected by a travel line), while others allow movement
up to 2 regions away.

A defeated hero cannot do anything else this round;
cancel that hero’s power card if it has not yet resolved. If a
hero is defeated in the middle of resolving a power card,
the hero finishes resolving that power card normally,
however he cannot exercise any optional text on that card.
On the following round, a defeated hero must choose his
“Watchtower” power card and use it to transport to the
Watchtower and recover.
A hero can only have three wound tokens at a time; if a
hero gains wound tokens beyond the three required to be
defeated, just ignore the rest of the wounds as they have
no additional effect.

Batman moves two regions.

Dealing with Crisis Tiles

Some cards use the word “transport,” which allows
the character to move freely. For example, Darkseid’s
“Teleport” and “Apokolips” powers allow him to move to
any region on the world map (even from Apokolips) or
back home to Apokolips. Similarly, each hero begins with
a copy of the “Watchtower” power card, which allows that
hero to transport directly to the Watchtower, or transport
from the Watchtower to any region on the world map.
Darkseid is not allowed to transport to the Watchtower
under any circumstances. Heroes are not allowed to
transport to Apokolips, except when using Cyborg’s
“Boom Tube” power card, which can transport heroes to
and from any locations in the game, including Apokolips.

• Watchtower and Apokolips

Each hero’s “Watchtower” power card allows him to
transport to or from the Watchtower. The hero also
replenishes all of his ability tokens by sliding them all
the way back to the left, returns all of his previously
played power cards with the red spent icon to his hand,
and removes all of his wound tokens.
Similarly, Darkseid’s “Apokolips” power card allows
him to replenish all of his omega energy tokens and
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Heroes possess a variety of powers that allow them to
reveal and/or confront a crisis tile in their region.
Revealing a crisis means that the player flips the crisis
tile face up with its text facing the heroes; this makes it
a revealed crisis. Once revealed, a crisis is never turned
face down again. Only hero powers reveal a crisis.
Darkseid cannot voluntarily reveal a crisis tile, even
though some provide him a benefit when revealed; he
needs to be crafty and trick the heroes into revealing the
ones he wants revealed. Once the heroes have revealed
a crisis tile, Darkseid should also flip the corresponding
crisis card face up.
Confronting a crisis allows a hero to spend ability
tokens to overcome the crisis tile’s abilities. A hero may
choose to confront any or all of a crisis tile’s abilities
during the same turn. He is not forced to confront them
all. Furthermore, a hero does not have to announce in
advance how many or which crisis abilities the hero will
confront; a hero can confront one ability, see how that
turned out (especially if it involved rolling the Justice
League die), and then decide whether or not to confront
another crisis ability.
For each crisis ability that the hero confronts, he can

• Rolling the Justice League Die

instantly overcome that ability by spending a number of
ability tokens of the same type equal to the crisis ability’s
score. To do so, he slides the appropriate number of
ability tokens from the leftmost circle on his character
sheet to the rightmost circle. Afterwards, he takes one of
his hero’s XP tokens from the pile on the table (not from
his character sheet) and places it on top of that ability on
the crisis tile.

If a hero does not have enough ability tokens to overcome
a crisis ability instantly, or decides he wants to take a
gamble, the hero may choose to spend as many ability
tokens as he likes for that ability and then roll one
Justice League (JL) die to see if he can increase his ability
score. To do this, the player slides any number of ability
tokens for that ability (at least one!) halfway between the
leftmost and rightmost circles on his character sheet to
indicate that he does not have enough tokens to overcome
that crisis ability instantly. The player then rolls the JL die
and consults the chart on his character sheet. This chart
indicates whether or not the hero is able to add +1, +2, or
+3 to his ability score total, or whether he instead receives
wound tokens. If the player rolls the “JL” symbol, then the
hero instantly overcomes that crisis ability no matter how
high it was!

x4

Whether or not the hero’s die roll allowed the hero
to overcome the crisis ability, his ability tokens are still
spent; slide them the rest of the way to the right side of
his character sheet. A hero may roll the JL die one time
for each ability he chooses to confront without possessing
sufficient ability tokens. Remember, though, a hero must
always spend at least one token!

Example: To instantly overcome Bernadeth’s tech
ability (see above), Cyborg spends 4 tech tokens by
sliding them from left to right on his character sheet.
Afterwards, he places one of his XP tokens on top of
Bernadeth’s tech ability.
Some crisis abilities feature a “+” next to their number; these
crisis abilities can be very difficult to overcome. A crisis
ability with a “+” is equal to the printed number plus the
crisis tile’s current stage. The stage is equal to the number
of advancement tokens on that crisis tile. In the example
above, if Bernadeth were at stage 2, then her strength ability
would be 4 (printed number) + 2 (crisis stage) = 6.

x3

3 + 3 = 6 strength

base stats + 2 advancement tokens
(only for skills with a + after the number)

=
final stats with two advancement tokens
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Example: After overcoming Bernadeth’s tech,
Cyborg attempts to overcome her strength of 6. He
slides all 3 of his strength tokens halfway from left to
right and then rolls the JL die. Cyborg rolls a “5” and
consults the chart, which tells him to add +3 to his
ability score total. This brings his strength total up to
a 6, just enough to overcome Bernadeth’s strength.
He immediately places one of his XP tokens on top of
Bernadeth’s strength ability.

• Teamwork

• Confronting Darkseid

If 2 or more heroes in the same region have each chosen
a power that allows them to confront a crisis, they can
choose to work together! Each hero chooses how many
ability tokens he wants to spend. They can collaborate on
their decision, but each player decides for himself how
many he will spend. As with solo confrontations, the
tokens must be of the same type as the crisis ability.
If the total of the combined ability tokens is equal to
the crisis ability, then the ability is overcome. The hero
who spent the most ability tokens places his XP token on
the crisis card. If there is a tie, then the heroes decide who
gets to place the XP token; roll a die if they cannot agree.
If the heroes do not have enough combined ability
tokens to overcome the crisis ability instantly, each hero
involved in the confrontation rolls the JL die. All heroes
must commit to roll the die at the same time by sliding
their ability tokens halfway from left to right. Then each
hero rolls the die, reviews the result, and adds it to the
combined ability score total. Once a hero has committed
to rolling the die, he must roll it, even if the other heroes
roll enough for them to succeed against that crisis ability.
If any hero among them rolls the special JL symbol, then
the ability is overcome, regardless of how poorly the other
heroes roll. If a hero is wounded or defeated from rolling
the JL die, his ability tokens still contribute to the ability
score total. Heroes persevere!

If Darkseid is ever at a location without a crisis tile, or
when he has selected the power card “Crush” and/or
“Omega Beams” for the current turn, then his villain
card is treated as a revealed crisis in his region! If the
heroes confront him, they may overcome one or more of
the abilities listed on the Darkseid villain card. Each of
Darkseid’s abilities is equal to the printed number plus
Darkseid’s current level as shown on his HeroClix dial.
v

If the heroes roll the JL die against Darkseid, they
must subtract one from the result due to Darkseid
Machinations (see left). However, if a hero rolls the
JL symbol while confronting Darkseid, it is still an
automatic success!
If the heroes overcome one of Darkseid’s abilities, then
the hero who contributed the most ability tokens places
his XP token on that ability and cancels one of Darkseid’s
remaining power cards for that round (hero’s choice). If
this cancels a power card with the red spent symbol, that
card is still spent even though it didn’t have an effect.
If Darkseid later advances in level, his overcome
abilities remain overcome; advancing does not heal him.
If Darkseid is ever overcome in all 3 abilities, he is
defeated; knock his figure over to signify this. Cancel all
his power cards for the rest of the round. On the next
round, Darkseid can only play the power card “Apokolips”
to return home and recover. The heroes remove their XP
tokens from the villain card and place them on their
character sheets as normal. They also receive a defeated
villain token worth 2 VPs!

• Darkseid’s Machinations

If Darkseid is in the same region as a hero rolling the JL
die during a confrontation, then the hero must subtract
1 from his die roll. As indicated on the chart, this might
lower the hero’s die roll to a “0”, which would cause him
to receive 3 wounds and be defeated! However, if a hero
rolls the “JL” symbol, then he still overcomes the crisis
ability; Darkseid’s presence has no effect when the JL
symbol is rolled.

• Thwarting a Crisis

If all of a crisis tile’s abilities
are overcome, then the
crisis is thwarted! Give all
XP tokens on the crisis tile
to their respective owners,
who place the XP tokens
on their character sheets.
These can be spent later in
the round to advance in
character level, or saved for
a future turn. Also give the
tile itself to the hero players,
who keep it on display so
that there is a running tally of how many VP they h a v e
achieved. Return any advancement tokens on the tile to
Darkseid.
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Playing Darkseid

Winning the Game

Some of Darkseid’s power cards allow him to draw and/
or play new crisis cards. Whenever Darkseid plays a crisis
card, it is always a hidden crisis. He places the crisis card
face down beside the board, assigns it to a region using
one of the face up region markers, then plays the matching
crisis tile face down in that region. When played, crisis
tiles do not get an advancement token.
In addition, Darkseid must pay omega energy equal
to the cost of the crisis cards he plays. When playing
multiple crisis cards, Darkseid only needs to specify their
total cost; he does not need to identify how much each
individual crisis card costs. No more than 1 crisis can
ever be assigned to a given region at the same time.
Some powers allow Darkseid to advance crisis cards
to the next stage. When advancing a crisis, Darkseid adds
an advancement token to the crisis tile on the map (and,
if he wishes, on the crisis card itself as a reminder). No
crisis can ever be increased beyond stage 3. Whenever a
crisis tile is revealed, be sure to transfer any advancement
tokens from the back of the tile to the front of the tile.

If Darkseid earns 12 or more victory points by completing
crisis tiles and/or defeating heroes, he immediately wins
the game. Darkseid also wins if he is able to resolve his
Ultimate Goal power card successfully (after fulfilling its
conditions).
If the heroes collectively earn 12 or more victory
points by thwarting crisis tiles and/or Darkseid, they
immediately win the game. The heroes also immediately
win if there are no crisis tiles (hidden and revealed alike)
on the map at the start of any game round.

Credits
Executive Producers: Justin Ziran and Bryan Kinsella
Design: Andrew Parks
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George LaVigne, Manny O’Donnell, Christopher
Parks, Bill Reeves, Kyle Volker
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Art Direction: John Camacho, Kyle Payne
Graphic Design: John Camacho
Writing: Andrew Parks
Editing: Edward Bolme
Typesetting: Edward Bolme
Production: Scott D’Agostino
Playtesting: Nicholas Coskren, Bas Debbink, Doug Faust,
Anni Foasberg, Daniel Grek, Christopher Guild,
Norman Hill, Rob Lardiere, Mike Massimilla, Julia
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Terrizzi, Pierre Wagenseil, Catherine Weresow, Cary
Zukerman, and Marc Zukerman

Completing Crisis Cards
Darkseid’s “Triumph” power card allows him to
complete crisis tiles that have reached stage 3, whether
they are hidden or revealed. When Darkseid completes a
crisis, he receives a number of Darkseid XP tokens equal
to the number of crisis abilities that were not overcome
(i.e., those not covered by hero XP tokens). Any hero
XP tokens that were on the crisis are awarded to their
respective heroes even though the heroes only partially
thwarted the crisis.
Example: A crisis with 3 crisis abilities is completed
by Darkseid, but 1 of the abilities on that crisis had
been previously overcome by Batman. Darkseid
receives 2 Darkseid XP tokens and Batman places
his XP token on his character sheet.

Copyright & Contact
JUSTICE LEAGUE and all related characters and
elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics.
(s14)

After awarding XP tokens, Darkseid keeps the crisis tile
on display so that there is a running tally of how many
victory points and crisis types he has achieved. Return
the advancement tokens to their pile, return the region
marker to its stack, and remove the matching crisis card
from the game.
Darkseid’s “Triumph” power also allows him to play
1 new crisis card in his region and/or an adjacent region
for each crisis card he just completed. Because of this,
Darkseid should make sure he has more crisis cards in
his hand and that he is located at a region where he can
play them.

© 2014 WIZKIDS/NECA, LLC. All rights reserved.
HeroClix, SwitchClix, Combat Dial and WizKids are
trademarks of WIZKIDS/NECA, LLC.
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Turn Reference

Lexicon
Character: A hero or villain.
Complete: Darkseid can complete a crisis tile that
has reached stage 3 by playing the “Triumph”
power card. When a crisis tile is completed, award
everyone XP as appropriate.
Confront: To spend ability tokens (and possibly
roll the JL die) in an attempt to overcome a crisis
ability on a revealed crisis tile.
Defeated Hero: To cause a hero to receive a third
wound token. A hero with three wound tokens is
defeated, and must choose the Watchtower action
on his next turn.
Hero: One of up to four players opposing the
Darkseid player.
Hidden: A crisis tile that is face down. Heroes cannot
inspect hidden crisis tiles.
Location: Any of the 12 regions, as well as Apokolips
and the Watchtower.
Move: To move from region to adjacent region via
the travel lines on the global map.
Overcome: When a hero expends ability tokens
(possibly as modified by the JL die roll) greater
than or equal to the value of a crisis ability (as
modified by advancement tokens on that crisis tile
as well as by certain other adjacent, revealed crisis
tiles).
Region: One of the 12 square areas on the global map.
Apokolips and the Watchtower are not regions.
Replenish: To return a power card to one’s hand.
Reveal: To turn a hidden crisis tile face up.
Spent: Some power cards have a red arrow icon that
points down and right. When used, these cards are
spent and do not return to the player’s hand until
replenished by another card’s text.
Thwart: To cause a crisis to fail by overcoming all of
its abilities. Once this happens, the heroes receive
the XP tokens and then keep the crisis tile on
display.
Transport: To move without using travel lines on the
map. Depending on card text, transporting may
move a character to or from the Watchtower or
Apokolips, even though they have no travel lines.
Travel Line: A white line that connects two adjacent
regions. Unless a power card says “transport,”
characters must move along travel lines.

Hero Planning
Each hero player selects one power card from his
hand and places it face down on the table. This is
the power that the player is committed to using
this round.

Darkseid Planning
The Darkseid player selects two power cards
from his hand and places them face down on the
table.

Reveal & Execute Powers
All players reveal their selected power cards.
Then the players perform the actions on their
power cards in the order determined by the cards’
action numbers (see page 7).

Replenish Cards & Train
Some cards played may return to the players’
hands. Players may spend XP tokens to advance
in level.
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